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Abstract

Two corticosteroid regimens were compared in a randomised, prospective study of 48 consecutive acute rejection episodes occurring at least one month after transplantation in 22 children who had received renal allografts. The higher dose schedule (intravenous methylprednisolone 600 mg/m² daily for three days) was no more effective than the lower (oral prednisolone 3 mg/kg daily for three days) in reversing rejection, being successful in 70% as opposed to 72% of episodes. Few major side effects were seen with either treatment, but unpleasant sensations were reported much more frequently in the group given intravenous methylprednisolone; this regimen was also much more disruptive of the patient's life.

Oral prednisolone in the dosage described is as effective as about 10 times that of intravenous methylprednisolone; it is much cheaper and is viewed as less unpleasant by patients.

Introduction

In the past decade renal transplantation, originally available only to selected young adults, has been applied with increasing success to both older and younger patients. Recent reports indicate that results even in quite young children are comparable with those obtained in adults with respect to both patient and graft survival, so that age alone can no longer be regarded as a contraindication to this form of treatment.

Immunosuppressive treatment is central to the medical management of transplant recipients. Corticosteroids are invariably used as part of the “background” immunosuppressive regimen, in doses sufficient to produce appreciable toxicity in almost all patients, particularly during the first postoperative year. In addition, acute rejection episodes are treated by increasing the steroid dose, with the result that patients who suffer frequent acute rejection episodes usually suffer severe side effects. A recent, retrospective study of adult patients treated in a large transplant centre suggested that mortality and morbidity had fallen substantially after the adoption of a less aggressive antirejection policy, without a concomitant increase in graft loss. We therefore undertook the present study to compare prospectively the effectiveness of high-dose intravenous methylprednisolone and low-dose oral prednisolone in reversing acute rejection episodes and, secondly, the incidence and severity of side effects produced by the two regimens.

Patients and methods

The study group comprised children aged less than 15 years who had received a renal allograft at this hospital. A total of 48 consecutive acute rejection episodes occurring at least one month after transplantation were studied in 22 patients, of whom 14 had received live donor and eight cadaveric grafts. Acute rejection episodes occurring during the first month after transplantation were treated with high-dose methylprednisolone and were not included in the analysis.

Acute rejection episodes were diagnosed on the basis of a 20% rise in plasma creatinine concentration, confirmed on a repeat specimen, for which no other cause (urinary infection, obstruction, hyperglycaemia, etc.) could be found. Clinical signs of rejection (fever, graft tenderness, weight gain, hypertension) and deterioration in graft perfusion (technetium-99m pentetic acid renal scans) supported the diagnosis in most cases.

When an acute rejection episode was diagnosed the patient was randomly assigned to one of two treatment protocols by a sealed envelope withdrawn blind from a box being opened. Each rejection episode was treated as an independent event; thus the same patient might appear in both treatment groups if he was treated more than once during the study. The two treatment courses were oral prednisolone 3 mg/kg and intravenous methylprednisolone 600 mg/m² each given as a single daily dose. Background steroid treatment was interrupted for these three days and resumed the next day at the previous dosage; other treatment was continued unchanged. Patient response was evaluated daily during treatment and again one and two weeks after the start of treatment by assessment of clinical state, weight, blood pressure, and plasma creatinine concentration. The pentetic acid scan was repeated at the two-week assessment. Rejection was deemed to have been reversed if pretreatment values were restored with respect to plasma creatinine concentration, pentetic acid scan flow index, and clinical signs; incomplete responses were classified as failures.

Results

Table I shows the results of the randomisation procedure and the proportion of acute rejection episodes reversed by each treatment.
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The two treatment groups did not differ significantly with respect to age, sex ratio, source of kidney (live donor v cadaver), time elapsed since transplantation, or plasma creatinine concentration immediately before rejection. Eighteen out of 25 acute rejection episodes (72%) were reversed by oral prednisolone and 16 out of 23 (70%) by intravenous methylprednisolone; this difference was not significant.

Figure 1 shows the effect of treatment on plasma creatinine concentration in all patients and figure 2 the effect in those in whom treatment was successful. Although there was some apparent delay in the fall in concentration in the group given intravenous methylprednisolone (fig 1), the difference between the two groups did not approach significance at any time during the two-week study period. Comparison
of intravenous methylprednisolone. Few comparative trials of different treatments have been published, however, and none at all in children. Clarke and Salaman found that oral prednisolone and intravenous methylprednisolone were equally effective in reversing acute rejection episodes, no further improvement being achieved even when both were used together. The overall incidence of side effects was similar in all groups, though life-threatening complications such as septicaemia, pneumonia, and gastrointestinal haemorrhage were more common in patients given oral prednisolone. Similar results were described by Mussche et al. in 1976 and by Gray et al. in 1978. The high incidence of serious toxicity in these series, particularly in patients treated with oral prednisolone, may have been attributable to the fact that the drug was administered in divided daily doses, thus presumably achieving continuously high blood steroid concentrations, whereas the intravenous methylprednisolone was given as boluses, thus achieving transiently high concentrations but with return to baseline values before the next dose. Furthermore, the two- or three-day course of either drug was followed in most cases by a further period of "tailing off" down to the background immunosuppressive regimen, which might be expected to increase toxicity further.

In contrast to the above, a group in San Francisco found that the introduction of a less aggressive immunosuppressive policy in 1972, including among other things a change from intravenous methylprednisolone to oral prednisolone, was followed by a reduction in patient mortality and morbidity without any increase in graft loss; a later report confirmed that the improvement in results was sustained. Kauffmann et al. recently reported a prospective, double-blind trial comparing high-dose (3 mg/kg) with low-dose (3 mg/kg) intravenous methylprednisolone in the treatment of acute rejection episodes. Although the design of this study differed in several respects from that reported here, the steroid dosages being compared were similar. The authors concluded that the higher dosage was no more effective than the lower, while possibly leading to greater toxicity.

Our results show that oral prednisolone in a dose of 3 mg/kg/day for three days is sufficient to reverse 72% of acute rejection episodes occurring in children more than one month after transplantation; this is no different from results obtained with intravenous methylprednisolone in either our own series or in

Discussion

Various regimens have been advocated for the treatment of acute rejection episodes; most entail a substantial increase in corticosteroid dosage, either by mouth or by using large doses of intravenous methylprednisolone. Few comparative trials of different treatments have been published, however, and none at all in children. Clarke and Salaman found that oral prednisolone and intravenous methylprednisolone were equally effective in reversing acute rejection episodes, no further improvement being achieved even when both were used together. The overall incidence of side effects was similar in all groups, though life-threatening complications such as septicaemia, pneumonia, and gastrointestinal haemorrhage were more common in patients given oral prednisolone. Similar results were described by Mussche et al. in 1976 and by Gray et al. in 1978. The high incidence of serious toxicity in these series, particularly in patients treated with oral prednisolone, may have been attributable to the fact that the drug was administered in divided daily doses, thus presumably achieving continuously high blood steroid concentrations, whereas the intravenous methylprednisolone was given as boluses, thus achieving transiently high concentrations but with return to baseline values before the next dose. Furthermore, the two- or three-day course of either drug was followed in most cases by a further period of "tailing off" down to the background immunosuppressive regimen, which might be expected to increase toxicity further.

In contrast to the above, a group in San Francisco found that the introduction of a less aggressive immunosuppressive policy in 1972, including among other things a change from intravenous methylprednisolone to oral prednisolone, was followed by a reduction in patient mortality and morbidity without any increase in graft loss; a later report confirmed that the improvement in results was sustained. Kauffmann et al. recently reported a prospective, double-blind trial comparing high-dose (3 mg/kg) with low-dose (3 mg/kg) intravenous methylprednisolone in the treatment of acute rejection episodes. Although the design of this study differed in several respects from that reported here, the steroid dosages being compared were similar. The authors concluded that the higher dosage was no more effective than the lower, while possibly leading to greater toxicity.

Our results show that oral prednisolone in a dose of 3 mg/kg/day for three days is sufficient to reverse 72% of acute rejection episodes occurring in children more than one month after transplantation; this is no different from results obtained with intravenous methylprednisolone in either our own series or in
those published by others. The incidence and severity of side effects were low, which we attribute to the following factors: firstly, that the drug was given as a single daily dose; secondly, that on the fourth day the patients returned to the pretreatment steroid dosage, without any "tailing-off" period; and, thirdly, that background steroid treatment was stopped during the three treatment days. Certain additional advantages of oral prednisolone became apparent during the study. Many hospital visits were avoided, since the drug may be taken at home while each dose of intravenous methylprednisolone requires attendance at hospital. By the same token, interruption of school attendance and social activities was much reduced. The patients universally disliked intravenous methylprednisolone, which produces a variety of unpleasant sensations during injection and requires additional needles, a special problem with younger children. Finally, the cost of a course of treatment with oral prednisolone is less than £1, compared with about £45 for three doses of intravenous methylprednisolone.

We conclude that oral prednisolone, in three single daily doses of 3 mg/kg, is as effective as high-dose intravenous methylprednisolone in reversing acute rejection episodes in children with renal allografts and is attended by few serious side effects; we recommend its adoption as the treatment of choice in the routine management of paediatric transplant recipients.
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SHORT REPORTS

Arterial complications of migraine treatment with methysergide and parenteral ergotamine

Cluster headaches, which are associated with abnormal dilatation of the carotid artery and wall oedema,1 may be managed with methysergide and ergotamine. These drugs promote arterial constriction. Large artery spasm may rarely complicate treatment with either drug and is more likely when ergotamine is administered parenterally. We report on two patients in whom arterial spasm and tissue infarction developed during concurrent treatment with methysergide and parenteral ergotamine. This combination appears to create a particularly high risk of arterial spasm.

Case reports

Case 1—A 34-year-old man who took small amounts of methysergide prophylactically for recurrent cluster headaches and smoked lightly was treated during a cluster with methysergide 2 mg thrice daily and subcutaneous ergotamine tartrate 0.5 mg at night. Seven days after starting this combination he developed right faciobrachial thrombophlebitis, vertigo, dysphagia, and hoarseness. He continued ergotamine injections for five more days and methysergide for three weeks, when left Horner's syndrome, reduced left gag reflex, and impaired pain, temperature, and light touch sensation over the right face, shoulder, and arm were found. Arteriography disclosed left vertebral artery occlusion for 1.5 cm upwards from the foramen magnum, collateral circulation, and right vertebral artery spasm (figure). Signs gradually resolved after withdrawal of the drugs, except for persistent right faciobrachial thrombophlebitis.

Case 2—A 27-year-old man was treated during a bout of cluster headaches with methysergide 2 mg thrice daily, pizotifen 0.5 mg thrice daily, and intramuscular ergotamine tartrate. Oral and rectal ergotamine preparations had been ineffective. The dose of parenteral ergotamine was increased from 0.5 mg at night to 1 mg twice daily over 16 days. Three days later palpital and pedal pulses were impalpable and the right foot was ischaemic. Arteriography disclosed a 22 cm segment of spasm in the right superficial femoral